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ness himself. He rightly said that his orders were
to co-operate with Hamud, not to conduct an
attack on his own, and he obviously had no chance
of taking the village in broad daylight with his small
dismounted force. So we retired round the bend
again, and told our ally that we proposed to
abandon the attack, and that he must retire at the
same time and keep in close touch with us.
As soon as he had begun to withdraw, the
Indians re-embarked and the flotilla had just made
off downstream, with the flagship bringing up the
rear, when one of our Arab passengers took me
excitedly by the arm and cried " Uddoo ! Uddoo ! "
(enemy). I looked where he was pointing and
saw a small cloud of Ajaimi's horsemen riding out
from behind the village to attack Hamud. The
gunner at the twelve-pounder had been firing at the
village down a reach of the river along which he
had been able to lay direct, but the horsemen
were rapidly coming abreast of us and the bank
was too high for him to fire at them over it. I
suggested to the skipper that we might fire blindly
over the bank to frighten them, and he swung
round the big four-inch gun in the stern, elevated
it to its highest angle and blazed across. From the
crow's-nest I could not see the burst, which was
probably four or five miles away, but the horsemen
checked at the unexpected noise and we gained
a few precious minutes. Meanwhile the bank got
steeper and steeper, until it was impossible to fire
over it at all, and the strong current swept us down
at such a tremendous pace that we began to leave
Hamud behind. Every now and then I caught a
glimpse of the long line of camels trotting jerkily
away as fast as they could? with their long necks

